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Detecting today’s advanced threats requires greater visibility and 

understanding of network activity. However, the sheer volume of 

processes, services and applications running on a corporate network 

at any given time makes it difficult for network admins and IT 

professionals to distinguish abnormal or suspicious network activity 

from routine or ordinary system use. Additionally, once an attack has 

penetrated the network, many security tools are unable to provide 

the level of detail needed for forensic investigation to understand 

root cause, let alone coordinate actions for remediation.

The Network Behavior Anomaly Detection Security Analytics Suite was specifically designed by LogRhythm Labs’ dedicated 

team of security experts to provide the out-of-the-box capabilities needed to detect network abnormalities in real-time. 

By capturing data generated by perimeter security devices such as IDS/IPSs, vulnerability scanners, next-gen firewalls and 

identity access management systems and combining it with other machine and flow data, the suite is able to establish a 

behavioral baseline of normal network activity. The suite can then detect when network activity deviates from a baseline 

of activity or represents a known high risk activity as captured by prebuilt analytical rules. LogRhythm Labs engineers 

are continually researching emerging network threats and embedding this knowledge into the suite to help customers 

strengthen network security.  

In addition to flow data, the Network Behavioral Anomaly Detection Security Analytics Suite can take advantage of a rich 

set of packet metadata derived from each network session, including Layer 7 application data as captured by LogRhythm’s 

Network Monitor. In response to suspicious activity, Network Monitor’s SmartCapture™ can initiate full packet capture on 

all related network sessions for enhanced forensic investigation. Network Monitor can also perform continuous full session 

packet capture to provide full context of application communications and content transferred across the network.

Network Behavior Anomaly Detection in Action
LogRhythm’s Network Behavior Anomaly Detection Security Analytics Suite allows organizations to detect the following 

scenarios:

Inappropriate Network Behavior: Network admins need to be able to actively enforce their corporate network policy 

and immediately detect inappropriate usage including the use of blacklisted applications. LogRhythm’s Network Behavior 

Anomaly Detection Suite models network traffic, allowing for the immediate recognition of anomalous network activity, 

inappropriate applications, or applications using unusual ports. Analysts can take advantage of LogRhythm’s Identity 

Inference to identify the end-user associated with network activity and use SmartResponse™ to automatically disable the 

user account.

Data Exfiltration: To protect sensitive information and prevent data theft, companies need to monitor outbound communication 

such as the use of cloud-sharing applications. LogRhythm’s Network Behavior Anomaly Detection Suite provides an out-of-the-box 

AI Engine rule that triggers an alarm any time a suspiciously large outbound data transfer is observed. Additionally, the suite can 

identify the destination application, allowing users to assess legitimacy of the data transfer.

Hidden Malware: Organizations need a way to detect advanced malware that has evaded perimeter security defenses and 

infiltrated the corporate network. By accurately identifying protocols without relying solely on ports, LogRhythm’s Network 

Behavior Anomaly Detection Suite can expose communication patterns indicative of botnet callbacks to the Command 

and Control server. When this activity is observed, admins can launch an investigation into the host and an automated 

SmartCapture™ can collect all associated network traffic.
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To reduce setup time and remove any complexity from deployment, LogRhythm’s Network Behavior Anomaly Detection 

Security Analytics Suite provides out-of-the-box Lists, AI Engine Rules, Reports, and Investigations/Layouts that enable 

organizations to detect abnormal network behavior patterns. The suite is constantly updated based on ongoing research 

from LogRhythm Labs. Below is a sample of the content provided in the suite.

Application Lists
Adult/Mature Content

Social MediaHTTPS

Internal/DMZ Webservers SSL/TLSBlacklisted Countries

Search/PortalHTTP

SportsInternal/DMZ DNS Servers

P2PeCommerce VoIP/Communications

ProxyFile Sharing Webmail

NewsDatabase Tunneling

MobileChat Streaming Media

Gambling Remote Access Whitelisted Countries

Online StorageDeep Web Unauthorized/Risky Applications

Top Common Domains Using Suspicious Top Level 
Domains 

Games SAAS/Cloud

AI Engine Rules 
Abnormal Application Activity 

HTTP Over Uncommon Port Unauthorized/Risky Application UsageAttack Followed by Firewall Allow

Sessions Over 48 HoursExcessive External FW Denies Followed By Allow

Non-Whitelist Transfer During Off-HoursChat Traffic Large Outbound Transfer

Inbound RDP From Blacklisted CountryBlacklist Transfer During Off-Hours Web Server DDoS Attack

Blacklisted Country ActivityDMZ Jumping Rogue Host Detection

Reports
Top 10 Domains

Unauthorized/Risky Application Usage Summary Of NBAD EventsTop 10 Applications

Rogue Host Detection SummaryTop 10 Hostnames (Impacted and Origin)

Analyst View (Investigation Layout)Blacklisted Country Activity

Network Monitor Activity Past 30 MinutesNon-Whitelisted Country Activity Data Exfiltration (Investigation Layout)

Non-HTTP Traffic Over Port 80 Unauthorized/Risky Application Usage

Investigations / Layouts

Deployment
The Network Behavior Anomaly Detection Security Analytics Suite can be deployed in environments with multiple operating 

systems, including various Linux, Windows, and Solaris distributions. Implementation is as simple as enabling the module 

and subsequent alerts from within the console.
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